Hotwords and WikiWords are parsed to links in Table of Contents (maketoc) entries, breaking HTML.
parse_data_inline_syntax(). That unparsed copy could then be used instead of what $line has become when building $title_text_base to append to $anch, about 200 lines below. It would still need to be parsed to a lesser degree though. It seems calling parse_data_inline_syntax() with true as third argument would do the trick (even though that's claiming to be CKeditor).
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Comments

Darren 23 Jul 08 03:22 GMT-0000
If I put "TikiWiki" in the description of a wiki page and try to include that Wiki page in a structure with a table of contents, the then TOC places a hyper-linked question, part of the descriptive text that appears after the WikiedWord and then the actual page name.

Marc Laporte 03 Nov 13 07:22 GMT-0000
http://doc.tiki.org/Auto+TOC

Philippe Cloutier 08 May 18 19:15 GMT-0000
This is visibly related to issue Tables of Contents (maketoc) can be broken when headings call plugins (such as ANAME and FOOTNOTE).

Philippe Cloutier 13 Sep 18 17:22 GMT-0000
The Parser_TOC_HTML_fix patch attached to ticket Tables of Contents (maketoc) can be broken when headings call plugins (such as ANAME and FOOTNOTE) should work
around this issue.
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